Abstract. Minimally invasive vascular interventional surgical robot system includes two parts, the master manipulator and the slave end-effector. With the operation of the system need to map the operation of the main hand to the end effector, to achieve master-slave operation. Based on the graph transformation mechanism, this paper analyzes the operation mapping of the two actions of the robot system to twist and deliver the guide wire. That is, first of all to identify the master operating instructions, and the instructions through the graphics transform to get the corresponding action of the slave end effector, to achieve the master and slave operation and lay the foundation for the realization of interventional telesurgery.
Introduction
Nowadays, surgical robots are widely used in many surgical subspecialties, such as laparoscopic surgery, urology, gynecology, orthopedics, and ophthalmic surgery [1] [2] [3] . ROBOT systems for minimally invasive surgery (MIS) have been developed by many research groups in order to overcome some disadvantages of MIS such as inconsistent hand-eye coordination and the fulcrum effect of surgical instrument [4] [5] [6] . Vascular interventional surgery is the Digital Subtraction Angiography (DSA) to guide the doctor to insert the catheter, guide wire, saccule and stent into blood vessels and cure lesions so that the catheter reaches the embolism and malformed vascular to dissolve the clot of narrow blood vessels or to use other purposes 7, 8 . Robotic systems and technologies have made remarkable contribution to the innovation enabling various innovative devices and procedures including robotic laparoscopic surgery assist system 9 . The possibility of consultation diagnosis, treatment, and medical intervention from a distance, may greatly impact the quality of life of patients located in isolated areas where access to specialized medical services is limited 10 . Vascular intervention using master-slave surgical robot system, make the doctor away from surgery to avoid radiation. In order to push a guide wire into target branch vessel, the catheter motion inside a insertion trocar port can be described with two degrees of freedom (DOFs), linear and rotational displacement 11 . A master-slave system is the most popular used in telesurgery system and mainly consists of two parts: a master acting as the controller which is responsible for interaction with human and command the slave, and a slave which is commanded by the master to actually complete the task 12 . Hence the translational and rotational relationship between the master control handles and the slave end effectors should be carefully designed so as to maximally ensure the hand-eye-coordination of the surgeon 13, 14 .
Mapping matrix
Therefore, two actions of the rotation and movement of the mapping mechanism should be studied, that is, to find the corresponding angle mapping matrix and displacement mapping matrix. There, x m , y m , z m , respectively, indicates that the coordinates of the origin of the master in the slave coordinate system. 1:1Angle Mapping. In order to make the calculation simple and rapid, it is consistent with the direction of the main end coordinate system and the coordinate axes. So as to avoid the rotation transformation in the process of coordinate transformation. For the angle mapping, the transformation is between the two coordinate systems. And around the rotation of any axis, the axis should be translated to a coordinate axis, and then rotate it to be coincidence with the coordinate axis, and finally the corresponding rotation angle transform.
For example: in order to make the rotation axis l m and y s coincide. First of all, l m should be translate to ls, and then rotate around the z s axis to the y s o s z s plane, around the x s axis rotation, and eventually coincide with the y s axis, and then carry out angle transformation, to transform the position after required by the corresponding inverse transformation will transform the axis of rotation to the original position, the transformation matrix can be expressed as: The above for the general situation of the matrix transformation, special circumstances, if the rotation axis of the origin or the axis of a coordinate, the transformation is relatively simple. Displacement Mapping. In order to meet the requirements of different delivery speeds, the three gears are set to achieve synchronous mobile, slow moving and fine adjustment.
1:1Synchronous Movement. Synchronous movement of the coordinate transformation can only be carried out on the coordinates of the point of arrival, the transformation matrix is the conversion matrix between the two coordinate systems. where, xm, ym, zm respectively indicates that the origin of the master coordinate system in the coordinates of the corresponding coordinates of slave.
2:1 slow movement. The guide wire into the branch vessels, in narrow vessels within the movement may require a slower rate. Therefore, set the 2:1 slow moving files. Non synchronous mobile need to add geometric transform in zoom synchronous coordinate transformation based on transformation matrix corresponding to the slow moving 2:1 including the following steps:
First, the starting point should be translate to the point is. Among them, xbm, ybm, zbm, respectively, indicates coordinates that the starting point of the slow motion in os-xyz.
Then the scaling transformation is carried out as T1. At last, the starting point of the master, which is now moving from the position of the coordinate origin os to the starting point of the slow moving action in the os-xyz coordinate. The transformation matrix for this step is T2 Where, xbs, ybs, zbs, respectively, express the starting point coordinate from the slave coordinate os-xyz.
The total transform matrix for the slow movement is 
Conclusion
With the aid of the master-slave hardware system of minimally invasive vascular interventional surgery robot, the action of slave effector can be obtained by master movement based on the graphics transformation. The mapping process of delivery and rotation are derived. And the derivation of the delivery action were analyzed according to different mapping speed ratio. In mapping transformation, the coordinates of the termination point of the action can be obtained only by the homogeneous coordinates of the starting point of the action. All of these work will lay the foundation for the further realization of the position control of the master-slave intervention surgery.
